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I. INTRODUCTION 
We discuss here an approximate variant of the procedure for the 
solution of the Hamiltonian differential equations 
ti = - af+, v)/a2), d = aH(24, vJja2.4. (1.1) 
These equations of course admit the exact first integral 
H(zl,v) = const., (1.2) 
from which, in principle, u and v may be obtained in terms of t from 
(1.1) by means of a quadrature. The process is particularly well-known 
in the case of a second-order equation 
2 + f(x) = 0, (1.3) 
from which one has the “energy-integral” 
Ic 
ii2 + 
5 
/(&it = const. (1.4) 
0 
If f(x) is such that (1.3) represents oscillations, we may regard (1.4) 
as fixing the amplitude and frequency. 
What concerns us here is the application of the same approach to 
the non-autonomous system 
ti = - aH(u,v,t)la2r, 6 = aH(24,v,t)/a24, (1.6) 
and the special case 
3 + f(x,t) = 0. (W 
In this last case, one has, for example, in place of (1.4) the result 
(1.7) 
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where the suffix t indicates a/at. This opens the way to the discussion 
of whether the expression in the braces ( }, which may be visualized as 
energy, is for example increasing, decreasing, or perhaps asymptotic to 
a constant ; this line of argument is a standard source of stability theorems, 
and under favourable circumstances may form a stepping stone to actual 
asymptotic integrations. In the more general case of (1.5) one has 
(wt)wv,t) = (aiat)wv,t), (1.8) 
from which, under suitable conditions, it may follow that 
H(zl, V, t) = approx. const. (1.9) 
yielding perhaps the order of magnitude of solutions or even approxima- 
tions to them. 
However situations arise in which (1.9) does not hold with a sufficient 
degree of approximation. The function H(u,v,t) may fail to have a 
definite asymptotic value; another possibility is that (1.9) may hold, 
but with an error which accumulates to an unwanted degree when (1.9) 
is used as the basis of a further integration to find u and v in terms of t. 
In terms of (1.6-7), the “energy” may be approximately constant; the 
resulting estimate for the frequency may contain an error which builds 
up when a further integration is effected to obtain the phase. 
The purpose of this paper is to formulate a different approximate 
first integral of (1.5), which is sometimes more accurate. In place of 
the assertion that H is approximately constant, we put the assertion 
that the area enclosed by the corresponding level-curve of H is approxima- 
tely constant. We consider the locus in the ([,q)-plane defined by 
H@,q, t) = H(w v, 4, (1.10) 
where U,V denotes a fixed solution of (1.5). In the oscillatory situation 
envisaged, the locus (1.10) will include a closed curve C(t), passing through 
the point s(t), v(t). Denote by A(t) the area enclosed by this curve. The 
proposed principle is then that 
A(t) = approx. const. (1.11) 
In a previous paper [l], I obtained an equivalent principle, which 
was there formulated in dynamical terms, for equations which as t -+ + 00 
assumed the asymptotic form j; + x = 0. The present investigation 
makes no assumption of quasi-linearity, and also provides an extension 
to Hamiltonian forms. 
In this paper we first estimate the rate of change of this area function, 
independently of any questions of asymptotic behaviour. We then make 
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an application to an asymptotic problem distinct to that considered in 
[l], namely the singular perturbation case given by 
sti = - aH/av, EC = aHlat.4. (1.12) 
The problem is to determine the limiting form of the oscillations when 
& -0. 
There is contact here with work of Volosov, who in a series of papers 
(e.g. ld j) has found bounds for similar oscillations. Applications of (1.11) 
to problems of asymptotic behaviour as t - 03 will be given in a later 
paper. 
To summarize the contents of this paper, the following section II offers 
some intuitive support for (1.11). We then proceed to a formal argument, 
finding in $9 III to VI an estimate for the rate of change of A(l). In 
$ VII we give the application to (1.12), concluding in 3 VIII with a 
simple illustration. 
II. AN OUTLINE ARGUMENT 
This establishes a connection between (1.11) and the area-preserving 
property of Hamiltonian systems. 
For any t, we form the curve C(t,), as defined by (1.10)) and consider 
the integral curves of (1.5) which commence on C(t,) for t = t,; the 
end-points of these curves for t = tz will form a curve C(t,, tz) which 
encloses the same area as C(t,). We assert that in certain cases C(t,, tz) 
will approximate to the level-curve C(t,); from this it will follow that 
C(t,) and C(t,) enclose approximately the same area. 
In fact C(t,, t.J will approximate to a level-curve of H(l, q, tz) if t, - t, 
is roughly a period of the motion. The motion is admittedly not in general 
a periodic one; however we are considering cases in which there is in 
some sense an approximate period. To find the value of H on C(t,, 2.J 
we use (1.8). Denoting by u*(t), v*(t) any of the solutions of (1.5) starting 
for t = t, on C(t,) we have 
t. . 
[H(24*,v*,t)$I> = (a/at)H(ti*,v*,t)dt. 
I 
$1 
(2.1) 
However the integral on the right of (2.1) has approximately the same 
value for all w*(t),v*(t), since in all cases the integral curve zc*(t),v*(t), 
t, < t < ts, approximates to a circuit of C(Q. Hence H is approximately 
constant on C(t,, tz). 
Rather than fill in the details of the above argument, we proceed to 
what is more of a direct verification of (1.11). 
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III. VARIATION OF THE CURVE C(t) 
We will first re-define the curve C(t), in terms of the trajectories of 
an associated system to (1.5), in which the parameter t on the right is 
frozen at its instantaneous value. Let 5 = [(t, t), 7 = q(r, t) be the 
solution of 
with the initial conditions 
at, t) = 44, rl(h 4= 44. (3.2) 
Then C(t) is the locus of [(t, t), q(z, t) for fixed t and varying z. On this 
locus H(5, “17, t) will be constant, so that (1.10) will hold; also, this locus 
will include the point u(t), v(t). The two definitions of C(t) will therefore 
coincide, if we assume that either defines a closed rectifiable curve of 
finite total length, on which Igrad HI is bounded from zero for the t-value 
in question. 
In order to consider the variation of 5, q with t, we impose restrictions 
on H(f’, $, t’) in a (t’, $, t’)-region D, for which (t’, $) is distant not 
more than .si from at least one point of C(t), and for which It’ - tI < .ea, 
for some positive .si, cs. Using the suffixes 1,2,3 to indicate the partial 
derivatives of H with respect to its three arguments, we require that 
in D we have 
HI2 + H22 > 0, (3.3) 
and that the six second derivatives HII, H,,, . . . , H, exist and be 
continuous. 
Under these conditions, we may differentiate (3.1) with respect to t. 
Denoting the partial derivatives of E, 7 with respect to t, t by the corre- 
sponding suffixes we have 
~5, = - H,,E, - Hygjt - H23J (3.4) 
qtr = H,,Et + H12qt + H,,. (3.5) 
Treating the initial values (3.2) in the same way we have 
&(k 4 + Et(t, f) = 44, q,(t, 4 + q(t, t) = g. 
If now we substitute for f,, q,, ti, ir according to (3.1), (1.5), and use (3.2) 
we find that 
lqt, t) = 0, qt(t, 4 = 0. (3.6) 
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LVe USC these results to estimate the magnitude of St, Q. \,Vriting 
y = v(&-i I+ -$ “} (Xii 
where y > 0, we have from (3.4-5) that 
yyr = - H,,&2 + (HI, - H&P/~, f H1gjr2 - H,,& + H,,vr G3.X) 
Writing 
m,(t) = max (jH,,j, lH,,i, lHzzl) (X!)) 
m,(t) = max (IH13/, iH23J)J (3.10) 
the maxima being over C(t) with the t-value in question, we get 
yyT ,< 2m,y2 -C 2m,y, 
01. 
Integrating over (t, z), for t 3 t, and using (3.6), we derive 
y < (mz/ml) (ea@ - f)ynl - 1) (3.11) 
IV. VARIATION OF THE PERIOD 
Let T(t) denote the period of the motion (3.1-g). A bound for T(tj 
is readily found. Denoting by c(t) the total length of c(t), and writing 
m,(t) = min /grad Hi, (4.1) 
the minimum being over C(t) with the t-value in question, we have, from 
(3.1), 
T(t) d 44 /m,(t). (4.2) 
Under the assumptions of 5 III on H, the motion &(z, f’), ~i(z, t’) will 
be periodic for t’ near to t, so that T(t’) will be defined. We shall not 
give a detailed proof of the periodicity. It follows from continuity 
considerations that the trajectory of t(z, 2’), ~(7, I’) will repeatedly 
intersect the normal to C(t), at any assigned point P of C(t), in a neighbour- 
hood of P. These intersections must coincide, since the trajectory is 
a level curve of H, and /grad HI is bounded from zero. Thus the trajectory 
is closed, for t’ near to t. 
To find the rate of change of ?‘(t), we differentiate the relations 
tit + T, 4 = t(4 4, ?/(f t 7‘, t) = q(t, t1. 
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(1 + f)&(t + T, t) + &(t + T, 4 = &(h 4 + &t(t> 4, (4.3) 
and similarly for 7. Since E, is periodic, and since &(t, t) = 0, we have 
f&(6 t) = - &(t -i- T, 4 (4.4) 
and similarly 
&(t, t) = - qt(t + T, 4. (4.5) 
Substituting for &,, qr according to (3.1) we have 
) fl = y(t + T, t)llgrad HI 
and so, using the bounds (3.11), (4.1), (4.2) 
(4.6) 
V. RATE OF CHANGE OF THE AREA 
The expression whose approximate constancy we aim to establish is 
t+T 
A(4 = 4s 
I 
(&jr - qEr)dt (5-l) 
where S is + 1 if 5 = E(t, t), 7 = q(r, t) encircles C(t) in the positive 
sense as r increases from t to t + T(t), and - 1 in the case of a negative 
circuit. 
Differentiation with respect to t gives 
t+T t+T 
A(t) = $S 
I 
(&l;lz - qt&)dt + @ 
I 
(5% - qE*t)dt + 
t t 
Ml + m% - rL)Iz= t+T - ibw.h - ~6&t (5.2) 
which may be transformed to 
t+T 
4) = 6 
I 
Et+ - %wr. 
t 
(5.3) 
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To effect this transformation we integrate by parts in the second integral 
on the right of (5.2). We get 
t -,- 7 t tT . 
ts 
I 
(5qt - &t)dZ = 66[(Eq, - q&)$ *T - 4s 
5 
(5qt - ~,&W 
i f 
Here the integral on the right combines with the first term on the right 
of (5.2) to give (5.3), the remaining terms cancelling out in view of (4.3) 
and its analogue for 7. 
In (5.3) we substitute for &, 11~ by (3.1), getting 
To evaluate the integrand we differentiate with respect to t the result 
(I.lO), keeping t fixed, getting 
by (1.8). Hence 
t + 1’ f+T 
ii(t) = 6 
5 
{H&, II, t) - H,(& T,I, t)}dt = dT(t)H&, v, t) - 6 H3(& 7, t)dz. 
f 
t t 
(5.4) 
VI. A COMPARISON FUNCTION 
A possible method of evaluating the variation of A(t) would be to 
take absolute values on the right of (5.4) and integrate. This however 
would constitute no advance on (1.9). We wish rather to utilize the fact 
that the right-hand side of (5.4) is, approximately, a periodic function 
with zero mean-value. Our method will be to construct a function which 
has approximately the same derivative as A(t), and which is small, in 
the sense that the t-derivatives of H are small. 
One such function is given by 
fC7 
B(t) = 6 H,(E, 9, t)(t - t)dr, 
t 
(6.1) 
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where 5, 7 are still as given by (3.1-2). Differentiation gives 
t + 1' 
Hence 
t+T 
A(t) - B(t) = - 6 ~-TH,(z~,~J) - 6 
s 
F4n5t + &g/t + H,,)(z - t)dz 
2 
(6.2) 
To estimate the right-hand side of (6.2) we introduce, in addition to 
the quantities ml(t), ms(t), m,(t) of (3.9), (3.10) and (4.1), the quantities 
m&) = max If&(t) 1, (6.3) 
and 
m,(t) = max )&.-A4 1, (6.4) 
the maxima being over the curve C(t). 
The first term on the right of (6.2) is then bounded by means of (4.2), 
(4.6) and (6.3). In the other term we use the bounds, based on (3.11), 
/&I, (~~1 < (m2/ml)(e2Cmlim~ - 1). 
As a result we get 
IA - l?I ==c ~rn~rn~-~rn~-~(rn~ + cm2)(e2Cml/m~ - 1) + +~~rn~rn,-~ (6.5) 
In addition, we shall need a bound for B(t). We have 
/B / < 4 T2m, < &2ms-2m,. w4 
VII. A CASE OF SINGULAR PERTURBATION 
We consider (1.12) in the equivalent form 
ti = - AH&,v,t), ti = AH,(u,v, t), (7.1) 
the suffixes 1,2 indicating partial derivatives with respect to U, TJ as 
previously, the problem being the behaviour of a solution with given 
initial values as 3, -+ 00. 
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In the case in which H does not depend explicitly on t and has closed 
level curves without stationary points, the general picture of the behaviour 
of a trajectory for increasing A is that of increasingly rapid circuits of a 
fixed level curve of H. Visualized in the (w, v, t)-space, a trajectory 
starting from a fixed point (u,,, z’,,, 0) will describe a helix around a fixed 
cylinder, the turns of the helix becoming increasingly dense as 1. --+ W. 
In the case in which H depends on t explicitly, this picture has to bc 
modified; the helical form of the trajectories in the iu, v, t)-space remains, 
but the helix no longer lies on a fixed cylinder. Nevertheless, as A --f ~0, 
the helix approximates to a tube-like surface, which we wish to determine 
here. The surface is quite simply determined; its cross-section by a 
plane t = const. must be a level-curve of H(E, 11, I), enclosing an area 
which is independent of t, and so equal to that enclosed by H(E, q, 0) 
-= H(q-,> vo, 0). 
Our conditions for this result are roughly speaking that such a surface 
should exist, and that in its ‘neighbourhood H should be continuously 
twice differentiable with /grad HI bounded from zero. Formally we hale 
the 
THEOREM. For the function H([, ‘1, t) let there be a family of curves 
C,(t), (0 < t < to), such that 
(i) C,(2) is a closed rectifiable curve, 
(ii) H([, r, t) is constant for (5, q) E C,(t) and fixed 1, 
(iii) the area A,(t) enclosed by C,(t) is constant for 0 5; t < to, 
(iv) C,(t) varies continuously with t, 
(v) there is an open region E of the Euclidean (6, ~1, t)-space, including 
all (6, q, t) such that (l, q) E C,(t), 0 < t < t,,, in which H is contin- 
uously twice differentiable and (grad H[ is bounded from zero, 
(vi) the lengths of the curves C,(t), and of all other level curves of H 
lying in E, lie between fixed positive limits. 
Then for any solution of (7.1) such that {u(O), r!(O)) E C,(O) we have, 
as i --f 00, and for 0 < t < to, 
(t ;i;(t,v{(z4(t) - f)2 ~(V(t)-?1)2} = O(A ~-l). (7.2) 
, El 
For some positive k, to be chosen later independently of A, we denote 
by t’ the least quantity such that 
(‘7.3) 
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holds for 0 < t < t’. If 1’ 2 t, for all sufficiently large il, (7.2) will be true. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist arbitrary large A-values for 
which t’ < t,. We have in any event t’ > 0, since (U(O), v(O)} E C,(O). 
Hence (7.3) holds for 0 < t < t’, and also 
min 
(E,~)~GV’) 
V{(t4(t’) - E)2 + (v(t’) - r)“} = kl-I 
for a series of l-values tending to co. We shall show that this is impossible 
if k is chosen large enough. 
We first consider the variation of A(t). For any fixed k and sufficiently 
large R, the condition (7.3) will bring {u(t), v(t)} arbitrarily close to C,(t), 
so that the level-curve C(t) will approximate to C,(t), and so C(t) will lie 
within E for O<t<t’. We may therefore apply the results (6.5-6) 
in this interval, if 1 is large enough. Now in (7.1), as compared with 
(1.5), we have replaced H by AH. Hence the quantities m,, . . . , m5 are 
to be replaced by Am,, . . . , Am,. These m,, . . . , m5 may be considered 
as independent of t, in view of the assumptions (v); replacing E by a 
sub-region if necessary, we may assume that the derivatives of H are 
uniformly bounded in E. Finally, the quantity c may be replaced by 
an upper bound for the lengths of level-curves lying in E. We get as a 
result from (6.5-6) that 
A - B = O(F) (7.5) 
B = O(P) (7.6) 
Integrating (7.5) over (0, t’) and using (7.6) we get 
A(t’) - A(0) = O(A-1) 
and by assumption (iii) this implies that 
A(t’) - A,(t’) = O(F) 
As against this, we shall show that (7.4) implies that 
(7.7) 
IA - A,(t)1 > k,kil-l (7.8) 
for sufficiently large I, where k, is independent of k and 1. It is clear 
that (7.8) contradicts (7.7) if k is large enough. There are two steps in 
this remaining section of the argument. Firstly we wish to deduce from 
(7.4) that 
IH(W), W), t’} - W, q, 1’) / > k&l-l, (7.9) 
where 6, 11 denotes any point of the level-curve C,(f), and k, is independent 
of k and 1. Secondly, we wish to deduce (7.8) from (7.9). 
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In proving (7.9) we rely on the assumption that /grad Hi has a positive 
lower bound, ma say. Taking (5, 7) to be the point of C,(t’) which is 
nearest to {zt(t’), z(t’)), we may write the left-hand side of (7.9) as 
W’L W’)) 
’ I 
aHl&z dn (7.10) 
(tj VI 
the derivative being along the normal to C,(t’) at (6, q). Now at (<, 7) 
this normal derivative has the absolute value jgrad HI. Since H has 
bounded second derivatives, we shall have jaH/&z! > tm, in (7.10) if 
A is large enough. This establishes (7.9). 
Passing to the deduction of (7.8) from (7.9), we observe that it follows 
from (7.9) that every point of C(t’) has a minimum distance from points 
of C,(t’) of not less than k,k(ilm,)-l. Geometrically, C(t’) lies either outside 
or inside the annular region formed by points distant less than k,kA- * 
from points of C,(t’), where k, is a positive number independent of k 
and il. Since C,(t’) is a smooth curve of bounded curvature, by (v), it is 
geometrically obvious that the difference between the areas enclosed by 
C(t’), C,(t’) obeys a bound of the form (7.8). 
The latter step may be formalized in various ways. One method 
would be to construct non-overlapping rectangles lying between the two 
curves. A purely analytic method, following the lines of $ 5, would be 
to consider the variation of A(t’, h), the area enclosed by the level-curve 
C(t’, lz) given by H(E, q, t’) = Jz, for fixed t’ and varying h. It turns out 
that (a/ah)A(t’, k) = 6T, where T = T(t’, Iz) is the period associated 
with the level-curve C(t’, It), that is to say the period for the description 
of C(t’, /%t) bya solution of (3.1) with t = t’; this result is easily obtained 
by geometrical arguments, but may also be proved along the lines of 
$ V. It then follows that j(a/#z)A(t’, /z)I has a positive lower bound c/m,, 
so that we may pass from (7.9) to (7.8). 
VIII. AN EXAMPLE 
We conclude with a simple illustration of the operation of the theorem 
of 9 VII. Consider the solution of 
zi = - Pal q(t)79 - 1, ti = 2pa p(t)z& -1, i8.1) 
satisfying the fixed initial conditions 
u(O) = a, v(0) = 6. 
Here tc, /3 are positive integers, and P(t), q(t) are continuously twice 
differentiable and positive. We require the asymptotic amplitude of a 
solution, for given t, as 1. -+ co. 
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We have that the area of the curve, in the (x, y)-plane, 
pppza + q(t)y‘@ = #(f)zt”” + q(02fi, F3.2) 
for any fixed t, differs from its initial value, when t = 0, by an amount 
of order O(A-1). Denoting the expression on the right of (8.2) by Y = r(t), 
the locus (8.2) is an oval curve, whose area will be proportional to the 
product of the semi-axes, and so to 
(3.3) 
Raising (8.3) to the power 2c$?/(a + ,8) we find that the expression 
y*-ci/ia+b) q-a/(a+P) = - ( ,r,(a+@)a2a +(;~(“+p)vzP (8.4) 
changes by an amount O(A-l) over (0, t). 
This result determines the amplitudes of oscillation of u(t) and v(t) 
to within an error O(A-1). By this means the local frequency of oscillation 
may also be approximated to, yielding information on the phase of a 
solution for large il. 
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